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Author of the New York Times 

best seller �e Four Agreements



James Van Praagh, world-renowned psychic medium, best-selling author and  
co-executive producer of the CBS drama, The Ghost Whisperer
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Featuring James Van Praagh 
“Talking to Heaven”

A great variety of vendors featuring 
nutrition, bodywork, crystals, music, 
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organics, and much more! 
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demonstrations and workshops 
to spark you to higher levels of 
consciousness. 
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MIND  BODY  SOUL

EXPO 2009
SEPTEMBER 11, 12 &13  •  LAKELAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE  •  KIRTLAND, OHIO

and Don Miguel Ruiz 
“Please Help Me to Save the World”

Don Miguel Ruiz, author of the influential books The Four Agreements  
and The Mastery of Love

 
 

PSYCHIC
FAIR

HUGE

For more info visit thejourneymag.com, email journeyexpo@gmail.com or 440.223.1392 | Limited Vendor Space Available

“Achieving Prosperity In 
Difficult Times”

Sandra Taylor

“An Introduction to  
Telepathic Communica-

tion With Animals”

Agnes Thomas Laura Lee

“Spirit Salon”

Also  
Featuring
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From the Publisher

I find the term “New Age” very 
interesting. It seems to have a different 
meaning for so many people. Some 
look at it as a catch- all for anything 

that might be a bit off the norm, kind of an 
airy-fairy thing. Others fear it, as if it were 
the work of Satan. Many in the “New Age” 
movement use it as a way to help change 
human consciousness. 
 
I look at this movement as nothing more then 
bringing forth ancient wisdom that has been 
around since man. Go to most any New Age 
bookstore and you will find tomes on ancient 
practices like feng shui or aromatherapy. 

The books and movies about the law of 
attraction and manifestation are based upon 
spiritual teachings from eons ago. Sound 
therapy was used thousands of years ago 
in the form of mantras. You only need to 
go into a Hindu temple to see color therapy 
and how it has been implemented to change 
consciousness. 

Reiki, massage, Qigong, Tai Chi, and yoga are 
just of a few of the modalities and physical 
practices that have gained popularity in this 
movement, but again are based on ancient 
wisdom.

A long time ago a friend told me life is 
like one big circle. We just go around and 
experience, ending up back in the same place 
but with more information.

May we each stay open to being “new” with 
wisdom to help us as we trudge along our 
roads to happy destiny. 

— Namaste’ Clyde
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Contributors

“Mind can accept 
any boundary 
anywhere. But the 
reality is that, by 

its very nature, existence cannot have 
any boundary, because what will be 
beyond the boundary - again another sky. 
That’s why I’m saying skies upon skies 
are available for your flight. Don’t be 
content easily. Those who remain content 
easily remain small: small are their joys, 
small are their ecstasies, small are their 
silences, small is their being. But there 
is no need! This smallness is your own 
imposition upon your freedom, upon 
your unlimited possibilities, upon your 
unlimited potential.” 
 

Wah!
In this new age of communica-
tions, we’re in a time where we can 
share ancient wisdom quicker and 
with more people than ever before, 
Wah, a regular contributor to the 
magazine, tells us.  That doesn’t 
make it any easier to digest or use.  
Wah investigates code breaking 
and the use of new age markets in 
her thought-provoking piece found 
within the yoga section of the maga-
zine. 

Chris Brown
How about considering assembling 
around the dinner table as a way to 
touch into some ancient wisdom?  
First-time contributor Chris Brown 
explores this surprising association 
and all that we might take from mak-
ing this comparison. The ancients, 
no doubt, gathered around a primor-
dial fire to exchange food and tales, 
learning valuable life lessons along 
the way. Thus, food is more than a 
sustenance for the body, Brown says.  
We could learn much by gathering 
as families, once again, around the 
table, he says.

Trista Hill
Writers will clutch any device avail-
able for inspiration. Trista Hill, a 
first-time contributor to the magazine, 
fueled herself on vegan fudge and 
lemon sorbet before descending into 
a deep and fascinating exploration 
about the wisdom of trying to re-
member that you are always enough, 
despite the directions others may 
lead you. Remembering is a choice 
we can all make, even in the midst of 
dark times, Hill tells us. But some-
times, to survive, you must at least 
temporarily forget. Wisdom told from 
the heart.
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“Every human 

is an artist.  

The dream 

of your life 

is to make 

beautiful art.”   

—  Don Miguel Ruiz

In many ways, this issue’s theme, 
“New Age-Ancient Wisdom,” 
is also a central message in the 
teachings of Don Miguel Ruiz.

Don Miguel’s Web site www.
miguelruiz.com says as much, 
pointing out that in the tradition of 
the Toltec, shamans or guides teach 
one how to attain personal freedom.

Toltecs are a population 
and society that inhabited pre-
Columbian central Mexico who 
some believe to be real, while others 
think they were fictional.

Real or not, as his Web 
site points out, Don Miguel, 
“combining new insights 
with old wisdom,” shares 

ancient philosophies by translating 
them into contemporary concepts 
so that one may be transformed 
through truth and common sense. 
Don Miguel will appear at The 
Journey Expo 2009 from 1 p.m. to 
4 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 12.  www.
thejourneymag.com 

“Old wisdom is nothing but 
common sense,” Don Miguel says 
in a recent telephone interview. 
“And of course they are connected, 

but we call it new age because it is 
happening now.”

Living in that “now” with 
awareness that we create our own 
individual worlds and therefore are 
responsible for our own happiness is 
the way to fulfill our mission here, 
Don Miguel explains.

“Everyone comes to this planet 
with one mission, and that very 
important mission is to make 
ourselves happy,” Don Miguel says. 

“The world we create is how 

By TC Brown
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Ancient Wisdom = Common Sense
Packaged in Contemporary Wrappings



we live our lives right now.”
In other words, it’s an inside job.
“It is your own creation and you are 

responsible,” he says. “Nobody else is 
responsible.”

For some, in this era of frightening 
and complex hard times, that concept 
may be difficult and even troubling to 
grasp. But hidden within crisis is a silver 
lining by the name of opportunity, says 
Don Miguel.

“Now things are a little more 
intense,” he says. “I see crisis, but I see 
it as opportunity. These opportunities 
will change the way we see everything.”

Knocked Down  
but Not Out

Don Miguel confronted his own 
personal calamity seven years ago when 
a near fatal heart attack felled him. 
When he finally emerged from a coma, 
doctors told him only a small percent 
of his heart’s capacity remained and he 
would have to cease much of his work, 
including his public speaking tours.

But Don Miguel’s heart incorporates 
much more than a body organ and 
muscle that keeps him going. 

“I’m still alive and still active and 
I’m helping my middle son who is a 
master and is teaching now,” he says.

He and his son Don Jose are finishing 
up a new book “The Fifth Agreement” 
due out some time in the next year.

Born and raised in rural Mexico, 
Don Miguel’s mother was a healer 
and his grandfather a shaman.  As he 
grew, modern medicine attracted Don 
Miguel and he drifted away from those 
ancient arts to become a surgeon.

A serious car crash in the 1970s 
became a wake up call that provoked 
him into a journey of self discovery. 

He found himself drawn back into the 
Toltec philosophies. He began touring 
in the United States in 1987, teaching 
small groups of people spiritual issues, 
self healing and happiness.

He realized that many people 
struggled to quiet their minds and out 
of those observations he developed 
methods and a philosophy that 
eventually led to his writing the 
powerful “New York Times” best seller 
“The Four Agreements” in 1997. It is a 
spiritual checkup that presents a guide 
for a way to live “distinguished by the 
ready accessibility of happiness and 
love.”
The Four Agreements are:
1. Don’t take anything personally.
2. Don’t make assumptions.
3. Always do your best.
4. Be impeccable with your word.

The message he conveys in this 
and his other books and in his public 
appearances is simple and practical and, 
in many cases, life changing.

“It is important that we challenge our 
beliefs to see if they are really true and 
to see if our decisions are truths or lies,” 
Don Miguel says.

Perfect Winners
Don Miguel believes the biggest 

terror for most is fear of the truth. He 
urges people to find out what they don’t 

like and to be completely honest 
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“When you 
love, whatever 
you do is 
because you 
want to do it. 
It becomes a 
pleasure, it’s 
like a game, 
and you have 
fun with it. 
When you 
love, you 
don’t expect 
something 
to happen; 
whatever 
happens is 
okay, and 
hardly anything 
disappoints 
you.”   
—  Don Miguel Ruiz
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with themselves.
In an interview with Ellen DeGeneres, 

he warned about being alert for even the 
subtle lies that can hurt, like a belief that 
you have no right to complain. He told her 
that everyone has a right to complain or feel 
hurt, but they can also choose not to.

Many believe lies too easily, so he 
recommends practicing healthy skepticism 
for what you hear from others and even for 
what you tell yourself.

“We all are perfect and we all are 
winners,” Don Miguel says. “If we believe 
the opposite it is because we believe in lies 
that come from ourselves or the people 
around us and we agree with them.”

In line with wisdom from Gandhi, Don 
Miguel says we must reshape our inner 
selves if we want to see change on the 
planet.  In other words, transform the world 
in your head.

“We want to change the world, but it is 
not about planet earth,” Don Miguel says. 
“The way to do it is to change your personal 
world, to change what we believe about 
ourselves. Only we know in which direction 

we want to go.”
Don Miguel refrains from pointing in a 

direction for others to go, instead he teaches 
that they can go where they want.

“They can accomplish what they want to 
by right actions,” he says. “If we have that 
awareness to change our dreams, then we 
will be very happy.

“And not just us,” he says. “This is a 
legacy we will leave for our children and 
grandchildren and society.” 

Don Miguel fashions himself as a 
“messenger of love,” but alas, he too is 
human, admitting to DeGeneres that even 
he wakes up cranky now and then.

“Everybody gets cranky. I get cranky 
when I’m on the road,” he told her.

Grouchiness aside, Don Miguel 
considers his most important work is to just 
be himself and to enjoy life.

“I am happiness and happiness goes with 
me wherever I go,” he says. “I don’t try to 
teach that, it is just what I am.”

    

“The best 

path to 

happiness is 

learnging to 

change as 

rapidly as life 

does.”   

—  Don Miguel Ruiz

     Don Miguel will be speaking at the Journey 
Expo at Lakeland Community College in 
Kirtland, Ohio on Saturday, September 12  from 
1 to 4 p.m. For tickets and more information visit 
www.thejourneymag.com
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I have been thinking about writing this for over a
month, playing with phrases, rolling around words,
exploring economical, educational, environmental

and epicurean shifts. Looking for the universal, the relevant,
the revolutionary, fantasizing that something new can be
said about “old wisdom, new age.”

Having recently celebrated a birthday, however, the words
that pull at me most from that phrase are “old” and “age,”
exactly in that order, and I oddly chose to take them person-
ally. These words cling to my conscience even now as I at-
tempt to finalize this treatise, fortified by vegan fudge and
lemon sorbet left over, ironically, from a gathering of same-
age women who discovered we achingly and collectively crave
new wisdom.

My own thoughts and feelings echo in their words. I am
reminded, again: We forget to remember we are enough.

We have no problem expressing that we’ve had enough
to eat (please pass the chocolate), enough of how our tax
dollars are handled, the freakishness of the media or how we
treat the earth. We’ve had enough of the toxic in-laws, the
lewd comments thrown our way at the gas station, being alone
again on a Saturday night and catty femaleness. We’ve had
enough of feeling, looking, acting old.

Groping around the smooth, strong outer layers of these
individual statements are the icy fingers of doubt, skimming
the surface while searching for a place to take hold: Do I
have enough to not only face these challenges, but to also
initiate and effect a real change?

And oozing in right behind this doubt, the oft-unspoken,
larger, looming but irritatingly simpler follow-up: Am I enough?

Before my intersection with “those that mattered,” be-
fore their imprints and before their exits, I knew more than I
thought I did. I had not only rubbed up against what moved
me, but sat unflinchingly in the midst of it.  I was aware,
awake, in tune. I wasn’t sure what was in store for me, but I
was clear on who and how I wanted to be for the experience.

Fast-forward a few decades, and I remember that I for-
got.

An Unreal Reality
Somewhere in the fabricated crevices of this round, light-

filled heart and soul space, rumors were planted and I turned
in their direction. What I had created was impossible to main-
tain, they whispered, and high expectations yield loneliness,
unhappiness and darkness. Give up, give in, give away, now.
This is your chance at another reality, your escape, and it is
for sale, a bargain.

It wasn’t specified from what I needed to escape; nor
was it obvious that the loneliness, unhappiness and dark-
ness belonged to someone else who, in order to not self-
destruct, desperately needed to share those miseries. It wasn’t
yet obvious that another’s fear was a cloud over and not the
extinguishment of light, and that it was unnecessary to buy

another reality to uncover and reclaim my light. But over
and over again, ironically, I bargained away bits of what mat-
tered to me to another in order to glean what looked like new
wisdom, to attain approval and love that would not last and
was not real.

The only way to survive for an extended period of time
in a reality that isn’t yours is to forget what you knew before,
to forget who you are and what you have, to forget what is,
very simply, enough. The way out is to consciously choose,
again and again, to remember, even in small, untidy frag-
ments...

...the Traffic coming out of the stereo transports you faster
and better and higher than becoming part of the racing traf-
fic on the road winding away from the empty house.

...angry raging red face and fists are more about a de-
cades-old internal war that includes minefields of self-sabo-
tage that aren’t yours to navigate.

...your body is a powerful vehicle that, when taken care
of, brings you up close and personal with an invincibility that
propels you up and out of sacrificial starving.

...the Feminine is powerful in both directions and know-
ing the difference and the shades between bridges the gap,
always.

...life is cyclical, not linear, and that under the layers of
dead decaying debris lie innumerable pure white contorted
sprouts of who you are, waiting to unfurl.

My way back home, to the core, is to remember. Re-
membering is a choice. I remember who I am today when I
peer through the forest of alcohol-infused legs of black leather
and lace at a plaza cocktail hour to watch a small girl in pink
and white, blissfully spinning and swirling and sailing with
the music she hears from my harp.

A friend once said nothing is new, every idea and thought
and feeling and work and fill-in-the-blank is recycled. My
current journal, #34, is more than likely a rehashing of the
first one written over three decades ago and of every cloth-
covered or hand painted volume between. Open the book,
the window, the door. Uncover the seeds, brush away the
cobwebs, dust off the instrument. Stay a minute longer to
shed light upon and embody what’s always been there,
Enough.

I’ve had enough sugar, time, and wordplay. I remem-
bered, re-tuned, returned.  I’m sure to forget again.  There’s
nothing new, old, nor wise about it – even at this age. I am. It
is enough.

Trista Hill is a professional harpist, piano and harp
teacher, and artist living in the sprawl that is mid-Ohio. Her
performance and educational engagements bring her out
often from self-employment isolation to celebrate music and
the pursuits and passions of others. More information, in-
cluding a link to blog writings, is found on her Web site:
www.tristahill.com.

The Wisdom of Remembering
We are Enough

By Trista Hill
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advancement for the attainment of the
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The ancients understood the power of personal vi-
bration. Now quantum physics supports the old
wisdom that reveals the force of thoughts and

voice in determining destiny. You express your life force in
thoughts and emotions that form your electro-magnetic
energy, but there is more to your life force than that.

The energy of sound creates your acoustic resonance.
This is very important because the sound of your voice
amplifies the intention of your words, creating a doubly force-
ful impact in the energetic realm. To align the energy of
your thoughts with the magnetic vibration of sound, you
must be conscious of what you say and how you say it.

Your voice is an instrument, and like all musical instru-
ments, it produces sounds that are either harmonic or a
cacophony. Your harmonic resonance includes both the
music of your voice and the lyrics of your words. Real har-
mony – the type that moves out in the world in beautiful
vibration–– creates wonderful and magical results. So it’s
important to know that voice amplifies words, doubling the
power to change your life direction.

You can use your voice in many ways to lift vibration
and connect with the harmonic flow of the Universe. Sing,
pray and affirm positive intentions out loud. Create a self-
loving dialogue while looking in the mirror. Chant, either by
using one of the many mantras from Eastern religions, or
simply by repeating the word One, Om, God – or any word
or mantra you create.

Om is said to mean, “The thought from which the Uni-
verse is manifested.” This is a beautiful”– and accurate –
representation of the power of thought in the world and in
our individual lives. “The thought from which the Universe
is manifested,” this mantra reveals ancient understanding
of the theory of consciousness-created reality, a basic prin-
ciple of the Laws of Attraction.

Another modern idea is found in one of the forms of
Buddhist practices, called Mahayana Buddhism, based on
the profound and beautiful teaching of the Lotus Sutra, from
where it took its mantra. The words chanted ––nam myoho
renge kyo – are adapted from the title of the Lotus Sutra.
When translated they mean: “I fuse my life with the mystic
law of cause and effect through my vibrations.”

It’s a simple but profound and all-encompassing truth
when you look at the meaning behind it: I fuse my life – or
become one with – the mysterious Universal patterns of at-
traction through my resonance.

Finding Peace
This mantra refers to vibrations of one’s voice and one’s

intention, but it also has a much broader meaning. Your
own frequency, your signature resonance made up of
thought, word, deed, motion and emotion’– in other words,

Ancient Vibrations

Your Sound Energy

By Sandra Anne Taylor

the energy of your whole life force–– becomes one with
never-ending flow of cause and effect, uniting you with the
entire Universe.

We live with the essential truth of that sentiment in ev-
ery area of our lives. It’s wonderful to consider the ongoing
fusion of your life force with the never ending flow of Uni-
versal cause and effect! This is a guiding principle, one that
is based in science in spite of the fact that it was written in
the Lotus Sutra over 2,000 years ago. This and other man-
tras can be used as gentle beginnings to meditations, which
are important catalysts to energetic change.

The still and silent time of meditation is another ancient
yet significant element in both your acoustic and electro-
magnetic energy. Whenever you can rest your body, quiet
your mind and arrive at a tranquil sensation in your heart,
you do more to initiate an attractive vibration than you could
in just about any other activity. People yearn for peace. They
move toward it and applaud it in others.

Through the process of phase entanglement, where our
energy mixes with and influences each other, a peaceful
essence is the most magnetic. Others feel better when they’re
with a peaceful person, and in their appreciation they long
to promote that person’s intentions in any way they can. So
meditation not only makes you feel better, it has a cascad-
ing effect of well-being that will return to you ten-fold.

Though many techniques may have their source in an-
cient wisdom, even today they can be integrated into a
healthy lifestyle. Notice how your happiness increases as
you implement the following into your daily routine:

1. Let yourself be still and meditate. Start with just a
few minutes, but try to increase it to 20 minutes each day.

2. The power of prayer has been embraced for centu-
ries. Use classic prayers or make it up as you go along.
Just remember to dialogue with the Divine!

3. Use your voice to affirm your life. Read affirmations
and intentions out loud. Make as many optimistic statements
as you can and let them become your truth.

4. Sing, chant, laugh. Chant affirmations or any man-
tra you resonate with. Let yourself speak truth and open
your heart to joy. Feel peace and sing life!

Sandra Anne Taylor, a motivational speaker on the power
of consciousness and energetic attraction, is a New York Times
Best selling author. Her works have been published in more
than 24 languages. Listen to Taylor’s weekly Internet radio show
“Living Your Quantum Success” at www.hayhouseradio.com
every Monday at 1 p.m. Eastern time. She will lead a workshop
entitled “Achieving Prosperity in Difficult Times” on Saturday,
September 12th at 10:30 a.m. at the Journey Expo and will be at
Starbringer’s booth. Visit www.starbringerassociates.com and
www.thejourneymag.com to learn more.
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New Age - Ancient Wisdom, a simple, yet confus-
ing and amazingly complex phrase. What does
it tell us? Should its order be flip flopped? It seems

a bit of a contradiction, a conundrum, a grammatical contra-
diction or illusion...a yin versus yang.

How so?  For you, does the phrase conjure up something
aged, a bit magical and mystical, with a secret knowledge and
a Zen-like difficulty in comprehending? Maybe the expression
holds a ring of falsity. New Age is commensurate with Yanni
music, crystals and incense.

Or perhaps the word “ancient” harkens the mind back to
simpler times of tried and true methods of living, which can
connect the wisdom of the long-ago to the present. I think the
phrase can invoke a little of all of the above.

It might, however, be wise to tread cautiously in putting so
much weight on an expression like this. After all, a phrase, oft
repeated, can actually become a well-worn cliché.

So the question remains, what does Ancient Wisdom have
to offer us today in this New Age, a time crammed with more
to do and less time to do it in? We need look no further for
wisdom than our own dinner table. A dinner table and ancient
wisdom may be a surprising association, but worth examin-
ing.

To begin with, in the overall existence of the human race,
many things can be sited as imminently important for our de-
velopment as a species, but two extremely critical elements
lead to our supremacy — our ability to obtain food and our
capacity to acquire fire. The former when applied to the latter,
with some acquired skill, transports taste buds to new and
amazing heights!

Ancient wisdom was us, all of us, sitting around the pri-
mordial fire, at the ancient dinner table, sharing food and sto-
ries of death and survival, heroic adventures and startling dis-
coveries. That ancient dinner table taught us a myriad of life
lessons.

Fast-forward more than 2000 years and witness the radi-
cal changes in the dinner table for an ever increasing amount
of Americans. They are on the go grabbing whatever, when-
ever they can. The promise of microwave meals and fast food
drive-through has made eating automatic, faster and easier
than ever. Are there morsels of ancient wisdom left over in
that?

Empty Chairs
Writer Chris Irvine tells us the dinner table may be all but

disappearing, “...one in 10 families said pressures at home
and work meant they were too busy and the only chance they
had to spend time with each other was when they were in front
of the TV.”

The Primordial FireThe Primordial FireThe Primordial FireThe Primordial FireThe Primordial Fire
A New Age Dinner TableA New Age Dinner TableA New Age Dinner TableA New Age Dinner TableA New Age Dinner Table

By Chris Brown

Psychologist Pat Spungin, who conducted research into
families and television viewing, said, “Watching TV for an hour
or two a few times a week can be the ultimate opportunity for
families to bond.

“It is also promising that with our busy lifestyles, families
regard watching TV together as the opportunity to communi-
cate with each other and discuss current issues.”

Has the dinner table in America, for centuries the center
piece for congregating, providing much more than nourish-
ment for the body and mind, been replaced by TV as a place
we gather and communicate? Would that be such a bad thing?

The answer is an emphatic, hell yes!
Not so long ago families waged dinner table debates. It

seems the substance of that discourse today has reduced it-
self to who the next American Idol is, or which Hollywood star
can really dance.

The whole notion of nourishment and dinner has changed
profoundly. Now everyone is on self feed time, with the major-
ity of chairs at the table remaining empty. The glare of Cineplex-
sized menu boards from fast food restaurants increasingly
causes many of us to wear glazed-over looks. Eating becomes
a thoughtless activity to occupy time in the car until the next
stop.

Harvey Levenstein, who has written two illuminating his-
tories of American food culture, suggests that the sheer abun-
dance of food in America has bred “a vague indifference to
food, manifested in a tendency to eat and run, rather than dine
and savor.”

Nourishing Body and Soul
Not all the news is bad for the dinner table. Organizations

like the “Slow Food” movement, founded in 1986 in Europe,
have been gaining popularity, even in this country.

Slow Food has a simple philosophy: “We believe that ev-
eryone has a fundamental right to pleasure and consequently
the responsibility to protect the heritage of food, tradition and
culture that make this pleasure possible. Our movement is
founded upon this concept of eco-gastronomy – a recognition
of the strong connections between plate and planet.”

That credo speaks directly to what ancient wisdom has to
teach us, which is just as much about nourishment of the body
as nourishment of the soul. It is an unseen, yet real and subtle
connection between all things on this planet and the heavens.

“The New York Times” provided more encouraging news
in 2006, citing a National Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse survey that found an increase in the number of children
ages 12 to 17 who said they ate dinner with their families at
least five times a week, from 47 percent in 1998 to 58 percent.

“After decades of decline in the simple ritual of family din-
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ners, there is evidence that many families are making the ef-
fort to gather at the dinner table.”

I was fortunate enough to grow up in a mostly Italian fam-
ily in the 1950s and 60s. We placed strong tradition on eating
and gathering together at the table, especially Sunday din-
ners.

My Italian grandmother taught me the love of food and
food preparation. I learned that a simple dinner, with fresh in-
gredients chosen with conscious thought, can be more nour-
ishing than just the nutrients that are contained in the food. It
links us with past traditions and cultures, which carry those
rituals forward to the present.

Food draws us together. Where do people often gather at
a house party? The kitchen. Maybe the kitchen and dinner
table, with their sights, sounds and smells, are the last bastions
of that primordial fire that links our past to our present.

As Tony Shalhoub’s character in the movie “Big Night”
said, “To eat good food is to be close to God.”

I invite you to re-discover the dinner table and learn the
wonders Ancient Wisdom can teach us in this New Age. As Ian
Holm’s character Pascal said in the “Big Night,” “Sink your
teeth into the ass of life.”

Chris Brown is captivated in how food and culture are con-
nected and how they affect what we eat and how we eat it. A
chef or thoughtful cook is a shaman over one’s five senses, who
can shift the eater back in time to childhood with the familiar
smell of a forgotten family favorite.  Brown is an amateur cook
and gardener who believes we ought to eat organic and local,
with the understanding that foods we eat influence our health.

Advertise in the Journey
Call 440-223-1392
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By Janee Kuta-Iliano

Food! There’s plenty of it around, and we all
love to eat. Growing, processing and selling
food is much different today than it was in the

past. The dietary landscape that confronts Americans
in the modern supermarket mainly consists of “edible
food substances,” not real food. The sort of food our
great grandmothers would recognize as nutritious is in-
creasingly harder to find.

“The China Study,” by T. Colin Campbell, notes that
it is easier to find a candy bar than an apple in our coun-
try today. Food has been replaced by manufactured nu-
trients, common sense by confusion.

Fast foods have us eating in the car, in front of the
TV and increasingly separate from family. That really is
not eating but merely shoving something into our stom-
achs as quickly and cheaply as possible so we can move
onto the next seemingly pressing matter in our lives. At
what price are we paying for this type of chaotic living?

We are living life on a treadmill and the hustle-bustle
of this New Age is catching up to us. Dr. David Katz,
director of the Yale Prevention Research Center, says,
“Due to poor diet, this generation of children will have a
shorter life expectancy than their parents.”

That is a trend into unknown territory – it has never
happened before. We are not garbage cans with hairy
lids. The physical, emotional and financial consequences
of this type of hectic living and eating is far too real for
many families today.

What is it about today’s food that makes it so un-
healthy? One will find that foods, particularly corn, soy,
wheat and dairy are mass produced with many vital nu-
trients removed, replaced with other edible ingredients
and chemicals to reduce costs.

White Bread, Hot Dogs, Coffee — Yum
Companies turn large profits at our expense with that

processing. Food today is grown on large scales, with
companies more interested in business than the health
and welfare of those they feed. We have become a living
laboratory for all this pseudo-food that we consume at
alarming rates. In America, the top three most highly con-
sumed foods are: white bread, hot dogs and coffee. That

cannot be mistaken as winning recipe for optimal health.
Traditionally all our food came from the earth. Pro-

cessed foods were non-existent.   Ancient foods were
kept in their original state and not genetically altered as
they are today. We have literally lost our way in being
able to see food produced from start to finish. Instead,
food is put into very pretty packages with all sorts of
fluffy, feel-good words to make you think you are in-
gesting something nutritious.  Billions of dollars are
poured into marketing processed food while little money
flows into advertising the real deal, like fruits and veg-
etables.

Many complain that eating healthy is too expensive.
On average, however, Americans spend 10% of their ex-
pendable income on food.  So where is the rest of the
money going?

Do clothes, cars, homes and gadgets trump the vi-
tal necessity of food in terms of things that matter most
to you? We have nothing if we don’t have our health.
How many of you have seen how illness can devastate a
person’s quality of life? What good is it to have all that
material “stuff” and not be able to enjoy any of it be-
cause we sacrificed the very things that matter most to
our health and longevity?

We are at a point where we need to revert back to
ancient times for concepts of eating and living. We must
tap into the wisdom of the past. If we want to live qual-
ity lives we need to follow nature’s rules. International
movements like the Slow Food Revolution, founded by
Carlo Petrini, suggest alternative approaches to feeding
the population of the world.

This movement encourages the support of nutritious
food grown by local farmers and strongly rejects the in-
dustrialization of food. In addition, movements like these
encourage us to go back to the days when meals were
eaten around a table with friends and family. A time when
the taste and beauty of food was respected and the con-
nection it brought to others cherished.

Move Food from Car to Table
Writer Michael Pollan propose a new (and very old)

answer to the question of what we should eat that comes

Grandma Knew Best
Back for a Future of Healthful Eating
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Janee...Continued on page 20

down to seven simple but liberating words: Eat food.
Not too much. Mostly plants.

This particular author suggests an alternative way
of eating that is informed by the traditions and ecology
of real, well-grown, unprocessed food. Our personal
health, Pollan argues, cannot be divorced from the health
of the food chains of which we are part.

Despite the alternatives and information available
to us, many people are not open to hearing about natu-
ral methods of eating and healing.

It’s curious that this information isn’t taken seriously.
Is it because of the way that the information is presented?
Is it a turn-off, are the ideas too radical or too old fash-
ioned?

Perhaps we are just afraid that we will have to give
up our fun foods, which in truth may have us ensnared
in an addiction.

 Maybe we think that some of the serious health is-
sues found right here in America won’t happen to us,
that we are invincible to chronic diseases that are deeply
influenced by our diets and lifestyle.  Or do we feel it is
too hard and too inconvenient to be healthy?

We can escape the Western diet and, by doing so,
most of the chronic diseases that this type of eating
causes. We can relearn what foods are healthy, develop
simple ways to moderate our appetites and return eat-
ing to its proper context – out of the car and back to the
table.

We can start making thoughtful food choices that
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will enrich our lives, enlarge our sense of what it means
to be healthy and bring pleasure back to eating like oth-
ers have experienced in times past.

It turns out, after all, that Gramma knew best. The
Ancient Wisdom of the past is resurfacing and it is our
job to rethink life and eating as this New Age currently
knows it.

Janee Kuta-Iliano is the owner of ALiVE ONE, a health
coaching business that focuses on teaching others the
benefits of internal cleansing and purification of the body.
She is a holistic health educator, offering Internal Cleans-
ing & Detoxification Programs, Juice Plus+ Nutritional
Products and instruction on Raw & Living Foods.  Visit
her website at www.aliveone.net.  For more information
contact Janee at 440-478-9802 or janee@aliveone.net

visit us online...

www.thejourneymag.com
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The New Age genre of music, art, books and pur-
suits contains a great deal of ancient influences,
in spite of the “new age” name. It is characterized

by a revival of ancient spirituality under the umbrella of “Neo-
Paganism,” a revival of Eastern and Western movement,
martial arts and dance disciplines. They range from Yoga,
Tai-Chi and Qi-Gung to tribal dance from Native American,
Celtic, African, Middle Eastern and other sources. Often, the
music comes from these ancient cultures, yet is played on
modern instruments, both acoustic and electronic.

The technologies of consciousness exploration correlate
the use of meditation, sensory isolation, chant, plants of power,
fire-gazing and other traditional techniques with their mod-
ern equivalents. Those include bio-feedback, floatation tanks,
trance music, psychedelic “mind-machines” and other meth-
ods of altering states of consciousness. Similarly, the medi-
cal industry has borrowed from tribal healing ways and
herbalism to discover aspirin, quinine and a host of other
aids to alleviate illness and suffering.

Even contemporary recreation reflects this fusion of past
and present. Consider the Society for Creative Anachronism,
an organization whose members create their own personae,
a person who might have lived in Medieval times. They live
the part down to costume, occupation and societal status
throughout their events. They cook only with food and uten-
sils available back then, fighting with sword and shield in full
armor, dancing promenades and reels and performing mu-

Ancient/Modern Fusion
By Jeff Rosenbaum

sic, storytelling and poetry in Bardic Circles.
The Starwood Festival, one of America’s biggest and old-

est spiritual and multi-cultural events, run by the Association
for Consciousness Exploration, is another example. The event
is a blend of ancient and modern, with classes on Witchcraft,
Druidry, VooDoo, Native Ways, Eastern Mysticism, Ceremo-
nial Magic and Shamanism by prominent authors, side by
side with Ethno-Botany, Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Bio-
Feedback, Green Technology, Quantum Physics and Virtual
Reality.

Sadly, October 24th, 2008 marked the passage of a leader
in the blend of ancient sounds with jazz and New Age music:
keyboardist Merl Saunders. The Grammy-nominated album
Blues From the Rainforest, also featuring Jerry Garcia and
Muruga Booker, was an early New Age hit.

This blend of Amazonian Rainforest sounds, ancient
rhythms, synthesizers and electric guitar, gave birth to Merl
Saunders & the Rainforest Band. Their last appearance was
at Starwood in 2000. (Starwood is known for such milestones;
the first American appearance of Baka Beyond and the first
performance of Babatunde Olatunji with Halim El-Dabh). Ten
years of performance and four albums later, the band was
retired when Saunders suffered a stroke.

The band will re-launch this year, with Merl’s son Tony
Saunders, and veteran members Muruga Booker, Shakti,
Michael Hinton, and Bill Thompson, in a tribute to Merl and
Jerry at Starwood (July 21-26). Special guests include
Grammy award winning African percussionist Sikiru Adepoju,
who Mickey Hart calls “the Mozart of the Talking Drum”.

These groups embody the current interest in the blend of
ancient and modern influences, as do neo-pagan festivals,
New Age events, Renaissance Fairs and the popularity of
music from African, Celtic, Australian and other indigenous
peoples. They’ve given birth to the genres of Afro-Celtic,
Modern Gypsy, Jazz Didgeridoo, Indo-Jazz and the works of
Grateful Dead percussionist Mickey Hart.

You can find the same exploration in the art of Alex Grey
or Denita Benyshek, the novels of Robert Anton Wilson, Robert
Shea, Tom Robbins, Terry Pritchard and Diana L. Paxson, or
in the current interest in ancient mysteries like the DaVinci
Code.

It brings to mind the old saying: “Everything Old is New
Again”.

Health Preservation of Northeast Ohio presents

Health Preservation Association 2009 Workshop

Oct. 17 - Chinese Yoga with Healing Qi - beginners & seniors

For more information and/or to enroll visit
www.healthpreservation.net

Sessions will be led by local instructor James Sievert
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New Age Messages
Bear Ancient Principles

The teachings of yoga are from ancient times.
Reflecting knowledge from an age of Golden
Enlightenment, they carry jewels of wisdom

that draw the Self back to its complete innate nature.
Civilizations have come and gone, but there are usu-

ally trace remains left behind. For the great beings who
lived in civilizations of pure wisdom, it was most impor-
tant to save the teachings, even beyond saving human
life.

Teachings were saved in scrolls, stored in caves, writ-
ten on cave walls, etc. in an effort to preserve the wis-
dom and evolution of the people.

We have been given many of these teachings now,
through teachers, masters and books.  The Internet al-
lows us to share this information like never before – man-
tras given only to a few precious devotees are now posted
online for all to learn. How to digest all this information?

Even when presented with the rudiments of ancient
knowledge, it can be difficult to actually use. Many of
the teachings are written in code to preserve their integ-
rity.

For example, a teaching might say, “The moon rose
over a thousand blossoms.” This by itself might not be
usable. But with the added knowledge that the moon is
the left nostril (Ida) and the thousand petaled lotus is
the top of the head (Sahasara), one might practice left
nostril breathing and focus the eyes and attention on
the energy center at the top of the skull.

Many of the yogic teachings are written in code. As
well, most ayurvedic knowledge of medicine and curing
disease is written in poetic verse, for easy memorization

By wah!

– the American equivalent could be “an apple a day
keeps the doctor away.”

The ayurvedic teachings, however, are also coded,
with references to different plants and roots that only a
knowledgeable practitioner could decipher.

The ancient teachings have been preserved, either
in whole or in part, and handed down to future genera-
tions. We are the recipients of these teachings and re-
quire help in using and understanding them.

Relevant Packages
Enter the linguists: they help us understand the lan-

guage and translation of the teachings. Enter the schol-
ars: they help us grasp the symbolism used in ancient
artifacts. Enter the scientists and mathematicians: they
calculate and recalculate theories and formulas to up-
date our knowledge of the cosmos. Enter the saints and
sages: they carry the energy of God into our hearts.

Enter the messengers – teachers and people like you
and me: we carry the message of ancient wisdom in
modern packages. We are yoga teachers, health practi-
tioners and massage therapists. We are filmmakers, pro-
moters and business owners.

We are taking small pieces of ancient wisdom and
packaging them for use and sale in the marketplace.
This is the New Age business frontier.

The marketing of ancient wisdom in pretty New Age
packages might seem at first like commercial or capi-
talistic gimmicks. But look behind the product, indeed
you can often do the research online, where you usually
find an authentic story from its originator.
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Anny’s video on yoga came from a life-changing
illness that led to her study and subsequent teaching of
yoga. The maker of the miracle green powder drink re-
searched and created the formula for his ailing daugh-
ter. Many of the products are part of a process of shar-
ing something that had a positive impact on the
inventor’s lives.

Small Changes, Right Direction
What I love about the new age market is its ability

to point people in the right direction.
A Sanskrit chant won’t change your life, but it can

be a useful tool for creating peace in the mind. A plastic
back rub tool might not be a full body massage, but it
will encourage us to give each other back rubs, to offer
healing and help one another.

For many people, a small change toward personal
wholeness and integration will be a starting point for
other changes. A yoga class may lead to a change in
diet, or a class in meditation or a volunteer job helping
others.

The tools are not going to take you all the way to
enlightenment; they are designed to point you in the
right direction. A morsel of wisdom can change your
mind. An hour of yoga can change your breath. It’s all
about small changes.

Decoding the wisdom of ancient ages will take all of
our efforts – the scholars, the saints and sages, the mes-
sengers and the masses.

Awaken Yoga Teacher Training
Creating Yoga Professionals, Teachers, and 

Awakened Beings 
Training this September at Harmony Studios: 

Every other Friday & Monthly Sunday Anatomical Sessions 

 Anatomical training with Director of Metropolitan Therapies 

Gina Schatz LMT, RYT, NCTMB. 
Register early, save $200!  Tuition fees include course 

books. 

                              
Contact Director of Training, Jennifer Kovalchik E-RYT 500 

www.awakentoyoga.com * 440-488-7212 * 440-942-YOGA ext:2 

wah!...Continued on page 28

Located at 20150 Lake Shore Blvd, Euclid Ohio.Located at 20150 Lake Shore Blvd, Euclid Ohio.Located at 20150 Lake Shore Blvd, Euclid Ohio.Located at 20150 Lake Shore Blvd, Euclid Ohio.Located at 20150 Lake Shore Blvd, Euclid Ohio.
Space Available for Groups. Call for Details!Space Available for Groups. Call for Details!Space Available for Groups. Call for Details!Space Available for Groups. Call for Details!Space Available for Groups. Call for Details!

Classes & Workshops in Psychic Awareness, Medicinal Herbology,Classes & Workshops in Psychic Awareness, Medicinal Herbology,Classes & Workshops in Psychic Awareness, Medicinal Herbology,Classes & Workshops in Psychic Awareness, Medicinal Herbology,Classes & Workshops in Psychic Awareness, Medicinal Herbology,
Healing Modalities, Ghosthunting, Medicine Wheel, Moon & Wind Lodges,Healing Modalities, Ghosthunting, Medicine Wheel, Moon & Wind Lodges,Healing Modalities, Ghosthunting, Medicine Wheel, Moon & Wind Lodges,Healing Modalities, Ghosthunting, Medicine Wheel, Moon & Wind Lodges,Healing Modalities, Ghosthunting, Medicine Wheel, Moon & Wind Lodges,

Yoga and much more.....Yoga and much more.....Yoga and much more.....Yoga and much more.....Yoga and much more.....

The ConsciousNestThe ConsciousNestThe ConsciousNestThe ConsciousNestThe ConsciousNest
A Sacred, Learning SpaceA Sacred, Learning SpaceA Sacred, Learning SpaceA Sacred, Learning SpaceA Sacred, Learning Space

216-692-0325; consciousnest@sbcglobal.net216-692-0325; consciousnest@sbcglobal.net216-692-0325; consciousnest@sbcglobal.net216-692-0325; consciousnest@sbcglobal.net216-692-0325; consciousnest@sbcglobal.net
Information and class scheduling    Call or e-mail

www.theconsciousnest.net
Blog: www.myspace.com/consciousnestclevelandBlog: www.myspace.com/consciousnestclevelandBlog: www.myspace.com/consciousnestclevelandBlog: www.myspace.com/consciousnestclevelandBlog: www.myspace.com/consciousnestcleveland

Please Join Us In A “Journey of Spiritual Exploration”Please Join Us In A “Journey of Spiritual Exploration”Please Join Us In A “Journey of Spiritual Exploration”Please Join Us In A “Journey of Spiritual Exploration”Please Join Us In A “Journey of Spiritual Exploration”
Every 4th Friday of the Month from 6 til 10 PMEvery 4th Friday of the Month from 6 til 10 PMEvery 4th Friday of the Month from 6 til 10 PMEvery 4th Friday of the Month from 6 til 10 PMEvery 4th Friday of the Month from 6 til 10 PM

Now Offering Certification in MediumshipNow Offering Certification in MediumshipNow Offering Certification in MediumshipNow Offering Certification in MediumshipNow Offering Certification in Mediumship
call or check schedule for times and dayscall or check schedule for times and dayscall or check schedule for times and dayscall or check schedule for times and dayscall or check schedule for times and days
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Earth – Sept. 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27
and Oct. 2, 3
Fire – Oct. 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 31
and Nov.. 1
Water – Nov. 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22
and Dec. 4, 5

Air – Dec. 11, 12, 13

We are destined to evolve as a humanity, learning to
care for our environment, our selves and each other.
Other civilizations have surpassed our level of aware-
ness; keys to unlock their level of understanding and
functionality exist.

The keys are hidden in the ancient texts that are being
brought forward by New Age teachers, scholars and sci-
ence. Each new healing technique brings forth more
knowledge of the human body.

Each new yoga video brings more possibility for the
practice of yoga in the modern household. Each new talk
show, TV show and music CD brings forth more knowl-
edge and awareness into society as a whole.

The change cannot happen overnight. We don’t jump
from the Kali Yuga (Dark Age) into the Satya Yuga
(Golden Age). Years of evolution bridge those eras, thou-
sands of years in fact.

As the ancient teachings come forward we uncover
their wisdom in a seemingly new way.

Our understanding of thought technology, science,
prayer and religion change as we learn new ways to use
them.

The New Age frontier is our way of rediscovering the
ancient wisdom of ages past.

Wah! is a musician and spiritual seeker who travels
the world singing and expanding sacred intention.
Nutone Records released her new CD Love Holding Love
in September 2008.  www.wahmusic.com

wah!...Continued from page 26

MASSAGE ROOM
FOR RENT

AT  DOWNTOWN YOGA STUDIO

Call 440.223.1392 for Details

The Journey Expo Is Coming Sept. 11-13

Visit www.thejourneymag.com
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3 objects of the Society:

1) to form a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood without

distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or color.

2) To encourage the study of comparative religion,

 philosophy and science.

3) To investigate the unexplained laws of nature and

the powers latent in man.

Established in 1875

We will be having classes in: Steiner, Cayce, Esoteric

Christianity, Goldsmith, The Mahatma Letters (basic

Theosophy) and meditations – starting in the fall.

Please check our website for updates & information:

www.clevelandtheosophy.org

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
OF GREATER CLEVELAND

BESANT BRANCH

2215 BROOKPARK ROAD

PARMA, OHIO 44134      (1-216-741-2082)
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Yoga Studios
 Green Tara Yoga & Healing Arts  - 2450 Fairmount Blvd.,
Cleveland Heights. Certified Iyengar Yoga Instructors Karen
Allgire and Shaw-Jiun Chalitsios-Wang. Restorative yoga with
Colleen Clark. Precise alignment, individualized instruction.
Student discounts. 216-382-0592 www.greentarayoga.com

Karma Yoga - 1395 West 10th Street, #120 Cleveland Ware-
house District - 216-621-7085. Downtown’s only dedicated
Yoga Studio. www.karmayogacleveland.com...featuring
many new workshops....yoga boutique now open...the Karma
Kleanse - detox and cleanse to enhance your yoga practice

Namaste’ Yoga Studio and Shoppe - Practice in our new
studio in Sagamore Hills. 367 West Aurora Road, Sagamore
Hills, Oh - 330-908-0700.  Yoga clothing, accessories jewelry

Prana Yoga and Dance Studio -8051 Broadview Road,
Broadview Hts.-Yoga: All levels. Classes ongoing. Drop ins wel-
come. Workshops, Reiki, Meditation, Adult Dance including
Belly dancing.  Check us out at www.pranayogaanddance.com
216-346-1246

Family Karate - 8901 Mentor Ave. Unit E, Mentor - Adult
fitness program includes Yoga, Tai Chi Chuan, and
cardioKarate for one low price and class times 6 days a week.
For more information and class times check out our website
www.Karate4Family.com Or call 440-255-7300

Fairport Dance Academy’s Branches of Wellness - 411
High St., Fairport Harbor - Yoga Alliance Certified instructors
offering tailored classes for all ages and levels. Reiki treat-
ments and classes available. Visit our website for all our
wellness class offerings. www.fairportdanceacademy.com;
(440) 639-8181

The Yoga Loft in the Village - 5445 Detroit Road Sheffield
Village, Ohio 44054. Certified Iyengar Yoga Instructor Vicky
Elwell. Precise alignment, poses modified to meet individual
needs.  Restorative yoga once a month. 440-282-4701
www.vickyelwell.com www.bhumiyoga.com

Yoga Teachers
Virginia Collins - RYT, CYT In-the-Now Yoga at Swedenborg
Chapel, 4815 Broadview Rd. Cleveland. Body-Mind-Spirit In-
tegrative. Accommodating all needs and ages.
www.circleofinnerlight.com or 216-398-7743. Yoga as a way
of life!

Cat Donovan E-RYT, CYT/Yoga West Studio - 1458 Wood-
ward Ave., Lakewood. Beginner/gentle, sivananda, vinyasa
and pilates mat work. Corporate, private and parties.  More
info  www.yogaweststudio.com or call 216-226-1512

Yoga Events/Workshops
Yoga Teachers Training - T.R.Y. 4 Life  200 & 500 Yoga Alliance
Registry - Weekday or Weekend Training - www.try4life.com
janis@try4life.com  440-356-5991 or  330-995-4104

EFWA - Karma Yoga’s unique, comprehensive opportunity
to deepen your practice and spark the teacher within.  Please
visit www.karmayogacleveland.com for more details

The Journey Expo 2009, September 11, 12 & 13 Lakeland
Community College - James Van Pragh, Don Miguel Ruiz,
workshops, mini-lectures, 100 plus vendors everything to
meet your holistic needs -  www.thejourneymag.com (lim-
ited vendor space available, please call 440-223-1392)

Bhumi’s Yoga Teacher Trainings - First in Midwest nation-
ally recognized Yoga Alliance. Voted “Best Yoga Experience”
Cleveland Magazine. CitySearch Best 2007/2008. Next Train-
ing September, 2009. Comprehensive. Individualized atten-
tion. Retreat setting. 440-236-6366. www.bhumiyoga.com

Yoga teachers, studio and workshop listings are availableYoga teachers, studio and workshop listings are availableYoga teachers, studio and workshop listings are availableYoga teachers, studio and workshop listings are availableYoga teachers, studio and workshop listings are available
for this section. Cost is only $25 per listing for each issue.for this section. Cost is only $25 per listing for each issue.for this section. Cost is only $25 per listing for each issue.for this section. Cost is only $25 per listing for each issue.for this section. Cost is only $25 per listing for each issue.

Please keep each listing to 35 words or less.Please keep each listing to 35 words or less.Please keep each listing to 35 words or less.Please keep each listing to 35 words or less.Please keep each listing to 35 words or less.

 Call 440-223-1392 for more details. Call 440-223-1392 for more details. Call 440-223-1392 for more details. Call 440-223-1392 for more details. Call 440-223-1392 for more details.

Are we ever really alone?

www.thejourneymag.com

MIND • BODY • SOUL EXPO 2009
Coming September 11, 12 & 13 at Lakeland Community
College, Kirtland, Ohio. Featuring James Van Praagh,
world-renowned psychic medium, best-selling author and
co-executive producer of the CBS drama, The Ghost
Whisperer. See the ad on page 3 for more details.
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Friday, July 10  •  1-9 pm

Courtyard By Marriott

FREE ADMISSION!

Psychic Fair

Presented by God’s Partnership

Intuitives • Astrology
Palmistry • Tarot

Clairvoyants

35103 Maplegrove Rd.,
Willoughby OH 44094

Call 440-223-1392 for more information

Crystals • Candles
Books • Jewelry

Massage
Reiki Treatments
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Because I am an astrologer, I find ancient wis-
dom fascinating. Western-style astrology started
in ancient Greece. Currently astrologers use new

age technology – a computer – to plot the exact positions
of planets in the sky, seeking a particular location and par-
ticular moment in time.

Before I used a computer to determine the position of
the planets, I wrestled with mathematical formulas that re-
quired the exact latitude and longitude of the location. For-
tunately, I found this information in an Atlas. How did the
Greeks do this? The Chinese had a sophisticated astrology
system even before the Greek system. How did they plot
the planets? These are clearly examples of ancient wisdom
in action.

Many age-old civilizations were interested in the move-
ment of the planets, the sun and the moon. Many religious/
spiritual structures, including the pyramids at Giza and
Stonehenge, have astronomical significance, marking the
solstice or equinoxes. The night sky is mesmerizing to hu-
mans, including me, which is another reason I became an
astrologer. The night sky is filled with beauty and I am awed
when I see a shooting star or lunar eclipse. These seem to
be universal reactions.

There were two Native American civilizations centered
in Ohio who built structures with astronomical significance,
the Adena and the Hopewell.  They existed from around
1000 B.C to around 700 A.D.

Paul Devereux, a British author who wrote “Secrets of
Ancient and Sacred Places,” lists ancient scared places
worldwide, including the pyramids of Giza, the Sphinx,
Stonehenge, etc.  He only mentions three sites in the United
States, all ancient earthworks.  One of the sites he writes of
is the Serpent Mound in Adams County Ohio, a 1,330-foot
prehistoric effigy mound.

“The mysterious 2,000 year old Serpent Mound in Ohio,
for example, is situated over a ‘crypto-volcanic’ geological
feature unique in the whole USA, and sits over a dense clus-
ter of faults,” he writes.  Were the builders of the earthwork
aware of the ‘crypto-volcanic” geological feature?  Were
they marking the spot? What was the ancient wisdom they
were drawing upon in building this site?

Our culture is so focused on the technology of how we
do things, with modern hospitals to heal the sick, survey-
ing equipment to create geometrically exact shapes, that
when a culture does things differently we fail to acknowl-
edge their wisdom. They did not invent cell phones, the
Internet or skyscrapers, but maybe they were advanced in
ways we can not even imagine.

Curious Energy
I visited the Serpent Mound before I read Devereux’s

book. When I go to an earthwork I try to feel the essence or
energy of the structure.  If I am able to feel something, I
enter into its essence.

When I interacted with the Serpent Mound, the energy
felt unsettled, undulating in an odd way. That is not what I
usually feel at the Hopewell and Adena earthworks. Only
afterward when I read that it is built on a fault line did the
feeling make sense.

In 2008, the “Columbus Dispatch” said the Serpent
Mound’s snake lines up with important astronomical points.

“For instance, the head points toward sunset at the sum-
mer solstice, while the three coils are aligned with sunrise
at the summer solstice, the winter solstice and the spring
and fall equinoxes,” the story said.

Devereux wrote that many builders of sacred sites chose
areas with magnetic abnormalities. He suggests the energy
in such spots is different and likely attracted the builders.
A compass will not work correctly around magnetic abnor-
mal areas, so it becomes the best tool to detect those ar-
eas.

Using a compass, I have found strong magnetic abnor-
malities at Shrum Mound located in Columbus. On one
particular spot, it turns the north end of the compass needle
south. I get the same readings every time I visit that mound.
What is causing the compass to go crazy?  An ancient wis-
dom mystery lacking a new age solution, so far.

Were the earthworks deliberately built over places with
magnetic abnormalities?  How did the builders sense those
areas? It reminds me of the new age practice of wearing
magnets to promote healing. Does our culture really un-
derstand all the effects of magnetism? What causes a mag-
netic abnormality?

Magnets Attract
Many ancient societies seemed to be drawn to mag-

netic forces, without ever using the words. They recom-
mended sleeping with ones head pointed north, to be in
alignment with the (magnetic) flow of the earth, to increase
visions or dream activity. Many ancient societies also rec-
ommended using a rock as a pillow for visions or prophetic
dreams. The Bible mentions a man who had a vision after
sleeping with his head on a rock. Rocks containing iron or
metals will have magnetic properties.

Being very interested in dream work, including induc-
ing lucid dreams, I sleep with my head to the north and I
use a mattress pad imbedded with magnets to increase my

Can the Wisdom of AncientsCan the Wisdom of AncientsCan the Wisdom of AncientsCan the Wisdom of AncientsCan the Wisdom of Ancients

Guide Seekers Today?Guide Seekers Today?Guide Seekers Today?Guide Seekers Today?Guide Seekers Today?
By Denise Piersante
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dream recall and lucid dreams. I have good dream recall
and occasional lucid dreams. Is that due to the magnets?
Who can say? I also have excellent health. Thanks to the
magnets? I cannot say for sure, but I do not intend to re-
move the magnets.

Many earthworks have perfect circles, exact squares
and exact octagons. Some of these shapes are over a mile
long. The book Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Val-
ley states, “The builders possessed a standard of measure-
ment and had some means of determining angles. The most
skillful engineer of the modern world would find it difficult,
without the aid of instruments, to lay down an accurate
square of the great dimensions of those above.”

How did the earthwork builders manage to construct
such massive, geometrically perfect works?  Did they have
instruments or were they not needed to make these shapes?
Is there ancient wisdom here that we can discover and use?

My interest in the mounds grew after I began visiting
them. From my first visit to Shrum Mound I felt strong en-
ergy.  It seems obvious that ancient cultures knew more
than what we give them credit for knowing.

I think many new age ideas are influenced by ancient
wisdom.  As our culture focuses more on technology and
the outer quality of things, many people are drawn to the
inner quality of things, perhaps as a balance.

Ancient wisdom is often related to the inner quality of
things:  the soul, the unseen, what is seen by the inner eye
rather that the outer eye.  I see both outer wisdom and in-
ner wisdom as being important. However because our cul-

ture stresses outer wisdom, perhaps we need to turn to an-
cient wisdom to include the inner focus in our lives.

For more information on the mounds, including loca-
tions and directions, go to the Ohio Historical Society
website, www.ohiohistory.org.

Denise Piersante received a BA in Communication from
Michigan State University.  She has been a professional psy-
chic on and off since the age of 21 and has been a member
of the central Ohio metaphysical community on and off since
1992.  She owns Full Moon Lunatics, an astrological con-
sulting business.  She taught astrology classes for the former
Creative Activities Program at The Ohio State University,
Pearls of Wisdom bookstore, Rocks Unlimited, the Univer-
sal Light Expo and other psychic events and fairs. She has
visited Native American earthworks for more than 20 years.
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Call 716-595-2159 or register online at www.fellowshipsspirit.org
Fellowships of the Spirit Lakeside Learning Center, 282 Dale Drive, Cassadaga, NY

School of Spiritual Healing
& Prophecy

Elixir Light Healing
School of Qi Gong

Spiritually Based Hypnotherapy/
Past Life Regression

School of Sacred Knowledge
& Geomancy

Tools for the
Working Minister
Barry Lillis
July 5, 2009

Fellowships of the Spirit’s
PSYCHIC FUN FEST
July 11, 2009

Mastering Immediate
Message Work
Sharon Anne Klingler
July 12, 2009

Healing Through
Spiritual Anatomy
Rev. Tom Cratsley
July 18 - 19, 2009

Introduction to NLP
Mark Thomas
August 8 - 9, 2009

Seeing Into the Body –
Medical Intuitive Training
Caroline Sutherland
August 14 - 16, 2009

Fellowships of the Spirit Presents

OPEN SEMINARS

Call 716-595-2159 or register online at www.fellowshipsspirit.org

Fellowships of the Spirit Lakeside Learning Center
282 Dale Drive, Cassadaga, NY

Healing with Sound...
Healing Harmonics
Rev. Liz Cox
August 22 - 23, 2009

Shamanism: Ancient Healing
for Today
Laurie Nadel
August 29 - 30, 2009

Spiritual Insight Training I
Elaine D. Thomas
or Jessie Furst, and
Ron Thornton or Don Scott
September 18 -20, 2009 or
September 25 - 27, 2009

Pleiadian Agenda
Activation Retreat
Barbara Hand Clow & Gerry Clow
October 23 - 25, 2009

Moses...Liberator - Relater -
Terminator -Magician
Rocco A. Errico, Ph.D.,Th.D.
October 31, 2009


